Susannah Rosina Crowther (1772-1852)
Wife, Mother, Iron Founder & Engine Builder
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Susannah Rosina, the daughter of Alexander Stewart, a senior Scottish lawyer (and
member of the prestigious Writers to the Signet), married the engineer Phineas
Crowther at Edinburgh on 9 November 1791. They had six children and lived at
Sandgate New Road in Newcastle upon Tyne where, on 3 June 1818 Phineas died,
aged fifty-eight years. Phineas Crowther is rightly recognized as one on the pioneers
of steam engine design but it was his widow Susannah that sustained the engine
making business for almost thirty years following his death. When Eneas Mackenzie
acknowledged her subscription towards his Historical Account of Newcastle in 1827,
he recorded her role as an iron founder (`Crowther, Mrs. founder, Ouseburn’) and
when, in 1841, Susannah herself recorded her profession for the census returns she
chose that of `Engine Builder’.1 The foundry at Ouseburn Bridge was not sold until
after her death in September 1852 and her life provides a rare example of a lady who
eschewed the accepted role of female gentility and instead became a successful
businesswoman in her own right.
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upon Tyne
Phineas Crowther, Engineer
Often described as hailing from Newcastle, Phineas Crowther was in fact born in
Leeds, the son of Isaac Crowther, on 15 April 1760, and baptized at St Peters, Leeds
on 31 May 1760.2 The record of his marriage in 1791 describes Phineas as an
`engineer at Gateshead’ and some, if not most, of his work at that time appears to
have been carried out in partnership with John Whinfield whose foundry was in
Pipewellgate.3 There, in April 1803, `a powerful new Patent Engine erected by
Crowther and Whinfield’ was in operation.4 The previous summer a similar patent
steam engine had been installed at Whinfield’s iron and brass foundry at Skinnerburn,
in Newcastle. This was powerful enough to power the machinery in both a boring and
turning mill and a nearby corn mill, and replaced an existing engine whose parts were
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offered for sale in September 1802.5 Crowther and Whinfield’s partnership at
Skinnerburn was certainly established by 1801 and lasted until 16 April 1808, by
which date they traded as civil engineers under the firm of Phineas Crowther, or as
Holden’s Triennial Directory listed them, `Cowther and Co., engineers’ at Skinney
Bark, Newcastle.6
It was probably at Skinnerburn that Phineas patented his famous steam engine design
in 1800 (Patent No. 2378) that dispensed with the beam by placing the crankshaft
directly above the piston and guiding the parallel motion by means of a fly-wheel. A
drawing of this innovative design was included in Elijah Galloway’s History and
Progress of the Steam Engine (published 1836), where he states that `Mr Crowther
constructed several good engines on this plan, which were found to succeed very
well’.7 In December of 1800 Phineas advertised for `several good hands, as smiths,
firemen, and benchmen’ together with other skilled workers including engine and
mill-wrights; his advert in the Newcastle Courant stipulated that for the latter, `men
that have been used to engine-work, and putting together steam-engines, will be
preferred’.8 Not long after, the Reverend John Baillie observed that at Skinnerburn a
large foundry for cast-iron, the property of Messrs Whinfield and Co., was engaged
`principally for supplying the collieries with machines, for carrying off the water from
the seams of coal, and for other important purposes in this principal branch of
commerce’.9
The market for this type of engine was the Durham and Northumberland coalfields,
and such was the success of Crowther’s patent that engines based on this design were
still being built by the firm of Thomas Murray of Chester-le-Street when they closed
in 1874, whilst one built by J. and G. Joicey of Forth Bank Foundry Newcastle in
1887 was still in use as recently as the 1950s.10 A Crowther designed vertical winding
engine dating from 1855 is today preserved at Beamish Museum.11 As early as 1809,
the illustrator Thomas Bewick was selling prints of an etching he had made of the
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heading to the King’s Letters Patent granted to Phineas, a copy of which is today
preserved in the British Museum.12
In addition to his patent vertical engine, Crowther also secured lasting fame for the
locomotive engine that he built in 1814 at a cost of £483 to designs by William and
Edward Chapman of Durham for use on the Lambton colliery wagon-way between
Bourn Moor and Penshaw. This six-ton engine was mounted on eight wheels in two
groups of four, using bogies to reduce the wheel loadings and thereby the wear on the
rails.13 Trials were first carried out on 21 December 1814, when the engine drew
eighteen loaded coal wagons (weight about 54 tons) up a gentle ascent at a rate of
almost four miles an hour.14
The earliest association of Crowther with the Ouseburn is an advert in September
1798 for `several smiths, real good hands at the fire and vice’ in which applicants are
invited to apply to Phineas at Ouseburn in Newcastle.15 Given that Phineas didn’t
secure premises at the Ouseburn until 1803, this advert may have been placed on
behalf of James Glynn who, in 1799, secured a 21-year lease on virtually all the land
adjoining the west side of the Ouseburn between Ouseburn Bridge and the
Glasshouse Bridge.16 Glynn was the son of a Morpeth freeholder and was closely
associated with the foundry at Skinnerburn from at least 1791 until his departure for
Ouseburn in 1799.17
The Ouseburn flows into the Tyne to the east of Newcastle and the ability of keels to
navigate its lower reaches had transformed the district into what John Baillie
described in 1801 as having `the appearance of a large town’.18 As Newcastle’s
principal industrial suburb, the Ouseburn both amazed and appalled contemporary
observers throughout the nineteenth century, and some impression of its character can
be gained from the observation of the young doctor Thomas Giordani Wright who, in
the 1820s, recorded the following impression: ` Here then we go a sort of jog trot to
Ouseburn a sort of outskirt Village where your every faculty is put in instant
requisition. After crossing the bridge your nose is assailed by a combination of all the
odours that can render smell disagreeable, and till your taste shares the sensation. A
steam mill and iron foundry vapour on the one hand and lime kilns on the other, with
a tripe shop in the van and a general receptacle for manure at the rear, all lend their
aid toward this delectable perfume. Nor do your ears enjoy a greater repose; the
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combined powers of a dozen or two of hammers upon the melodious tones of a steam
engine boilers from three forges in close contiguity afford a delicious and harmonious
treat’ 19

Figure 1. The Ouseburn area as depicted in John Wood’s plan of Newcastle and Gateshead,
1827. Reproduced from Newcastle City Library, Local Studies Collection.

It was in this heady industrial firmament that Phineas established a foundry and
engine works at Ouseburn Bridge in 1803 on a site immediately east of the bridge, on
the north side of the Shields turnpike. The site had many advantages, being well
served by keels navigating the Ouseburn with the tide, and good road access for
horse-drawn wagons. It was located in Newcastle’s rapidly developing industrial
suburb where older firms were converting from water power to steam power (flint and
flour mills) and new industries based on lead paint, flax spinning, earthenware, colour
and oil manufacture were setting-up and in need of the very latest in steam powered
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machinery. Furthermore, the site acquired by Phineas had previously been occupied
(since 1795) by the engine builder Humphrey Jeffreys, and contained buildings and
machinery in situ that gave Phineas a head start in the engine making business. This
included a boring mill and a stationary steam engine, in addition to a steam powered
corn mill.20
Crowther and Morris, Iron-founders
At the time of her husband’s death in 1818, Susannah Crowther was in her mid-forties
with five children; Sabina aged about seven years, John (10), Phineas (12), Elizabeth
(17), and Margaret who in 1836 married William Pearson (a druggist) at All Saints
Church. Margaret died at Egremont, near Liverpool, in January 1845 but other than
this little else about her can be confirmed.21 Another daughter called Elizabeth was
born in March 1794 and presumably died before her namesake was born in 1801.
As Phineas’s widow, and after a marriage of almost twenty years, it would be
surprising if Susannah had failed to acquire a good grounding in the business of iron
founding. Irrespective of her commitments as a mother, Sandgate New Road was
within walking distance of the foundry and engine works at Ouseburn Bridge, so the
practical workings of the business shouldn’t have been a mystery to her; quite the
opposite in fact. Widows often inherited their late husband’s business, especially if
there were family members or business associates that she could trust to oversee the
transition between closure of her husband’s affairs and the establishment of new
partnerships to continue the business. In Susannah’s case, the obvious candidate as
trusted business associate was James Glynn.
Glynn, together with a Gateshead raff merchant called Rewcastle and a Newcastle
attorney called Chater, are the gentlemen who advertised the business premises at
Ouseburn shortly after Crowther’s death, with James Glynn on hand to show the
premises to prospective takers. Adverts detailing the premises, to be let, appeared in
newspapers published in Newcastle (23 June), Durham (4 July), and Leeds (6 July
1818) and all included the information that the business was in rude health, the
premises having `a blowing cylinder attached to a foundry at full work, which has a
good air furnace’, and there was a 12-horsepower engine working a boring mill, `with
turning apparatus of every description’. Furthermore, `nearly the whole of the
materials for a 30-horse engine’ were available for sale.22 The following summer the
materials for a double power 16-horse steam engine for pumping water, together with
a barrel, a windbore, and some pumps were also advertised for sale, though by then
the premises were under the management of Messrs Crowther and Morris.23
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The few records that we have of Stephen Robinson Morris tell us little except that he
lived close to the foundry at the Folly House, the property of John Dryden who also
owned the adjacent Phoenix Pottery. When advertised for sale in 1825, Stephen
Morris is identified as the occupant together with his under-tenants as the Folly House
was by then two dwellings under one roof.24 The dwelling that Morris occupied is
sometimes referred to as Ouseburn Cottage, and on contemporary maps the grounds
are shown as formal gardens.25
Morris’s status as an iron founder appears to derive wholly from his partnership with
Susannah Crowther, suggesting that his contribution may well have been financial
rather than expertise in the iron trade. The premises were obviously not let to Morris
(or anyone else), as Susannah appears to have retained a controlling influence. When
Morris’s credit ran out in late 1827, the claims against his estate were handled
separately from any charged to the firm of Crowther and Morris, the latter being dealt
with by Susannah’s attorney Thomas Chater.26 The partnership with Morris was
dissolved on 6 December 1827, and the business henceforth carried on by Susannah.27
It was during her partnership with Morris that Susannah took measures to find a
tenant for the corn mill that Phineas had acquired from Jeffreys in 1803. When
advertised to let in summer 1819 and again in March 1824, it was described as steam
powered with three pairs of stones, a dressing cylinder and shelling mill, with `a well
accustomed retail shop attached to the premises’.28 The mill stood in the south-east
corner of Crowther’s site, hard-up against the Shields turnpike rising up the bank
from the east end of Ouseburn Bridge. A plan of the area dating from c1830 labels
these buildings as a Flour Mill, whilst the large yard extending northwards along the
Ouseburn is labeled `Foundry Crowther’.29
Advertised again to let, in October 1826, the mill finally appears to have been
occupied by John Etherington as it was his stock of 200 bolls of wheat and a large
quantity of flour that were destroyed by fire on the night of 1 April 1828. This fire
originated with timber attached to the engine of the mill, `and the whole of the
building being of wood, such was the rapidity of the flames, that by 11 o’clock all
was a mass of burning ruins’. Because of its situation at the foot of the bank rising up
to Byker Bar, this was a two-storey building with the lower floor occupied by part of
the iron foundry. It was reported that Anthony Clapham’s soap works on the opposite
(south) side of the Shields turnpike was in danger of catching fire, `but was saved by
the exertions of persons on the roof with buckets of water, and the playing of the
24
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engines’. The flour mill and the adjoining retail shop were both totally destroyed, and
whilst Etherington was comprehensively insured the stock `of the poor man who
rented the shop’ was not.30
13, Ridley Villas
Despite Morris’s insolvency and the subsequent dissolution of the partnership, by
1827 Sussanah Crowther was living at Ridley Villas, described by Mackenzie in that
year as `neat, well-built houses’ that had `lately been erected. Each house has a
garden in front, with necessary offices and garden-ground behind’.31 It is quite
possible that Susannah was the first occupant of house number 13 because Thomas
Oliver’s survey shows the terrace consisting of just seventeen houses in 1830; see
Figure 2.32
An advert for one of these houses in February 1831 described the property as
consisting of `back and front parlour and kitchen on the ground floor, four bed rooms,
garret, cellar, with a small garden in front, as well as the back part of the house, with
an excellent pump’.33 In the same year, Thomas Oliver described the ground at the
back of these houses as `good kitchen gardens’.34 With a good supply of water and
fresh vegetables, open fields to the north and east, and a plantation directly to the
south (at least until the latter was developed for more houses in summer 1837), these
properties were amongst Newcastle’s most desirable residences, particularly amongst
the town’s upwardly mobile manufacturing families. Susannah’s neighbours at Ridley
Villas in 1827 included Ralph Gibson (a customs warehouse keeper), George Beldon
(book-keeper), James Lunn (insurance broker), a retired draper called Hugh Spencer,
simply referred to as `gentleman’ in contemporary directories, and John Beckington,
the owner of a large steam powered flour mill at the Ouseburn.35
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Figure 2. Ridley Villas as depicted in Thomas Oliver’s survey published in 1830. Reproduced
from Newcastle City Library, Local Studies Collection.

Occupants of 13, Ridley Villas on Census Night, 1841 and 1852
1841 Name
Age Profession, Trade, Employment
Susan Crowther
65
Engine Builder
Sabina Crowther
30
Elizabeth Thompson 40
School Mistress
Mary Day
15
Female Servant
1851 Susanna R. Crowther 72
Owner of Houses
Elizabeth Thompson 50
Owner of Houses
Isabella Grey
19
House Servant
Figure 3. Source: 1841 Census, Northumberland All Saints, National Archives HO107/845/7 and
1851 Census, Northumberland All Saints, HO 107.2407.

Susannah lived at 13 Ridley Villas until her death in 1852, and consequently there are
two census records that record who was living with her in 1841 and 1851; see Figure
3. Elizabeth Thompson was Susannah’s daughter, and the 1851 census return
confirms that she was a widow by then and probably also in 1841. The discrepancy in

Susannah’s age is partly a result of the instruction to the census enumerators in 1841
to round down to the nearest term of five years anyone over fourteen year of age,
giving Susannah a true age of nearer seventy rather than the 65-years recorded.36
When she died in September 1852, her age was reportedly 80-years, so it’s likely that
she was 69-years of age in 1841.37 Her recorded age in 1851 was, perhaps, a
deliberate mistake on Susannah’s part, and not unusual for women, especially if the
person collecting the completed household schedule was a known acquaintance.
In 1851 both Susannah and her daughter Elizabeth claimed to be owners of houses,
suggesting that by then the major source of Susannah’s annual income derived from
rents paid by tenants. This was not unusual as such property provided a more assured
source of regular income for retirees, which she certainly was by 1851. In any case,
Susannah had certainly owned housing in the 1820s as Crowther and Morris are
recorded in the Byker rate books as occupants of houses to the value of £7 annual
rental in 1826 and 1827, though from February and May of 1828 this property was
recorded as unoccupied and `late Crowther & Morris’.38 This property was most
likely the Stepney Buildings that is listed as Susannah’s property by Parson and
White in 1827, Stepney being the settlement on the west side of the Ouseburn within
the Township of Byker. Its vacant staus in 1828 suggests that Susannah possibly sold
this property as a result of her business partner’s insolvency and any claims against
the firm resulting from this.
Crowther and Smith, 1832-44
Ridley Villas was a short carriage drive from the foundry at Ouseburn Bridge, so well
situated for Susannah’s supervision of her business, and by early 1832 she had
secured a new partner in the form of Joseph Smith. Smith had been an engine-wright
at Heaton Main Colliery where he was responsible for the maintenance of Chapman’s
first locomotive that was introduced in October 1813. In 1822, Smith built an engine
for the Rainton wagon-way (part of Londonderry’s estate managed by John Buddle)
and in 1826 he succeeded to the post of principal engineer at Hetton, before taking up
the same position at South Hetton.39
As an engine-wright, Smith was a much better partnership proposition than Morris
had been, providing Susannah with the expertise, contacts and reputation to develop
the engine building capacity at Ouseburn to serve her most important regional market,
the Durham coalfield. One of the first acts of the partnership was to petition
Newcastle Common Council in April 1832 for a licence to retrospectively approve
structures they had erected to facilitate loading from keels in the Ouseburn. In this
petition they described how `their quay was too shallow to unload from keels coal,
cinders, loam and sand, and they had built an inclined plane or tramway extending
26ft into the burn, but retractable when not in use. They had also built a coal stage
36
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projecting 10ft, adjoining the battlement of Ouseburn Bridge, supported by one pile’.
The coal stage was thought to be obstructive to traffic on the burn but the River
Committee agreed to the licence for a fee of £2 6d. per annum.40 Two years later,
Susannah and Smith successfully secured a new 21-year lease from the Common
Council for her `messuage and quay at Ouseburn’ at an annual rent of £20.41
The presence of a blowing cylinder attached to the foundry with `a good air furnace’
in 1818 confirms that the premises at Ouseburn Bridge were capable of producing
large quantities of pig-iron, which was then converted into more malleable cast iron,
probably on the basis of Henry Cort’s puddling process, a method of removing
impurities from the iron by heating in a reverberatory furnace prior to pouring the
melted metal into moulds. The sand and loam was used to prevent the moulten iron
from adhering to the mould, especially important where a smooth clean finish was
required, such as in engine parts.42
The need to store quantities of these materials at the foundry resulted in a number of
attempts at theft. In May 1833 the office was broken into but thieves only got away
with two shillings and a case of mathematical instruments. However, on 12 April
1834, 290lbs of pig iron was stolen by Henry Daggett and Robert Kendall, former
employees and consequently familiar with the foundry site. Their appearance on the
morning of the robbery had attracted suspicion, and when apprehended, they took two
police constables to the house of Isaac Bagnall where iron matching the description of
that stolen was found wrapped in rags in the cellar. When their case came to trial,
Kendall was sentenced to four months hard labour, whilst Daggett and Bagnall were
sentenced to seven years transportation, with Bagnall’s term reduced from eleven
years in light of the Jury asking for mercy on account of his previous good
character.43 Henry Dagget’s eldest son, Christopher, worked at the foundry from the
age of eleven, carrying bricks to the moulds, making cores for small castings, and
using a hand-held riddle to sift the sand to ensure a uniform surface around the mould
when casting a large cylinder. He started at Crowther’s foundry in 1838 and was still
there in the summer of 1841.44
The 1830s appear to have been a successful decade for the business. In May 1838 the
premises at Ouseburn had a rateable value of £114 per annum, compared to the £56
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per annum in April 1820 and £32 per annum in June 1805.45 In June 1840, Crowther
and Smith placed an advert for `a steady active man, who thoroughly understands
brass founding in all its departments, and is competent to undertake the management
of engine castings’. This person was `wanted immediately’ suggesting that business
was brisk at the time.46 In August 1840, they advertised two new boilers for sale,
251/2 feet long by 6 feet diameter, made of plate 5-8ths thick.47
It isn’t obvious how much time Joseph Smith spent at the Ouseburn site as he
continued in his role as engineer at South Hetton Colliery throughout much of the
1830s. It would appear that Susannah alone managed the foundry and engine
production whilst Smith served as salesman and link person to potential clients in the
Durham coalfield. One of the few occasions when Smith invited enquiries to his
office at Ouseburn was in June 1841 when he was seeking a colliery engine-wright.48
In May 1841, the government commissioner John Roby Leifchild visited Crowther’s
foundry to gather evidence for the Royal Commission on children’s employment and
noted that `several boys have been discharged from these works within a few weeks
from want of employment for them’.49 Regional trade had begun to slacken off and by
summer 1842 this had developed into a slump. Orders dried up and workers were laid
off, both in the coalfield and the town. On 3 August 1842, Newcastle Council debated
the need for public works `in consequence of the want of employment which at
present prevails amongst mechanics and labourers’.50
In October 1842 Susannah advertised (through Chater, her solicitor) the sale of stock
and machinery `now in the Iron Foundry at Ouseburn’ that included `two self-acting
lathes, drilling, planeing, screwing, and groove cutting machines, together with a
quantity of tools and other effects for foundry purposes’. The foundry premises were
to be let for a term of years. The sale was to be by auction, at the premises, on 21
November but was postponed until the 5 December.51 The foundry was advertised `to
be sold or let’ in May 1843 and in May 1844 the auctioneers Messrs Small and
Brough advertised the sale of a 12-horsepower engine, a 6-horsepower engine, and
the lathes, drills and other machinery that obviously hadn’t sold in 1842.52
Rayne and Burn, Ouseburn Foundry
On 9 October 1844, the partnership between Crowther and Smith was formerly
dissolved, and the premises were again advertised for sale.53 In May 1845, they were
advertised again for sale or let, by which time Susannah had secured Messrs Rayne
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and Burn of Busy Cottage as tenants, though the site appears to have been unoccupied
as the adverts state that `Messrs Rayne and Burn, the present occupants, will send a
person to show the premises’.54
Susannah Crowther’s foundry wasn’t the only Ouseburn iron works that failed in the
trade slump of the early 1840s. Her long standing professional associate, James Glynn
had died 1826 and whilst the foundry at Glasshouse Bridge had continued through his
widow and sons Joseph, William and John, the business appears to have been sold to
Rayne and Burn by 1843 as they are recorded as owners when a fire broke out on the
night of 10 January that year.55
Rayne and Burn continued to manufacture steam engines at the Ouseburn Bridge
premises, including one of 12-horsepower advertised as `new’ for sale in 1853.56
They also advertised timber for sale from the Ouseburn Bridge site and whilst
Newcastle newspapers for this period carry various adverts on behalf of the firm,
these rarely specify the site, simply citing their Ouseburn Foundry, which in the
1840s and 1850s could have been either Crowther’s or Glynn’s former premises.57
Following Susannah’s death in September 1852, three steam engines (from 8-12horsepower) together with various machines for cutting and shaping iron were
advertised for sale at `the manufactory formerly occupied by Messrs Crowther and
Smith’, and in September 1853 the foundry premises were once again advertised for
sale, including `some of the machinery and fixed tools belonging to Mr Burn’.58
However, by that date the engineer Robert Morrison was already close to sealing his
ownership of the Ouseburn Bridge site, having advertised for an office clerk at his
Ouseburn Engine Works in June 1853, and building and installing his patent steam
hammer design at the Ouseburn premises the following year.59
Conclusion
On 25 September 1852, the Tyne Mercury announced the death `in Ridley Villas, on
the 21st inst. aged 80, Susannah Rosina, widow of the late Mr Phineas Crowther, iron
founder’.60 That she was still, at least in some quarters, simply known as the widow
of her late husband appears an injustice by 1852, especially when you consider that
her tenure as iron founder and engine builder at Ouseburn lasted at least twenty-six
years, more than the years Phineas spent at Skinnerburn and Ouseburn combined.
Susannah would have continued receiving royalties after 1818 as a result of her late
husband’s 1800 patent, thanks to the widespread adoption of Phineas’s design for
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winding engines throughout the Durham coalfield. Her premises at Ouseburn must
have continued to receive enquiries and orders for this market, no doubt encouraged
through her partnership with Joseph Smith of South Hetton Colliery after 1832, and
by mid-century other engine builders were also supplying Crowther patented engines
to the Durham coalfield. A definitive record of Crowther type engines and their
installation does not appear to exist but a Crowther engine built by Thomas Murray
was installed at Fortune Pit at Burnhope in 1844, and another by Richardson of
Hartlepool was installed at North Pit South Hetton in 1851.61 The Ouseburn area
likewise experienced significant growth in heavy industry throughout the 1820s and
1830s, an upward trajectory that only came to an end in the early 1840s.
Furthermore, throughout her career as an iron founder and engine builder, Susannah
could draw on an almost continuous local supply of skilled workers. These included
the engineer Hugh Joyce, who was living locally at East Ballast Hills when he
married in August 1831, and who appears to have served Susannah as a site foreman
by 1842.62 Just As James Glynn appears to have supplied professional support in the
aftermath of Phineas’s death, so trusted employees like Hugh Joyce and others may
have provided similar support during the later years, when economic conditions and
Susannah’s advancing age led her to reduce her time and commitment to the business.
The Newcastle solicitor Thomas Chater was a constant presence throughout
Susannah’s business history, assisting with the settlement of her late husband’s estate,
and later dealing with the disposal of stock, machinery, and premises. He no doubt
assisted in drawing-up terms of reference for Susannah’s partnership agreements with
Morris and Smith, and being the daughter of a leading Edinburgh attorney she must
surely have possessed some knowledge and confidence in these affairs.
As a working woman Susannah would have needed support at home, especially in the
1820s when some of her children were still fairly young. How this was achieved at
Sandgate New Road isn’t obvious, though given the success of the business at
Ouseburn Bridge, she and Phineas could probably have afforded the expense of a
domestic. At Ridley Villas a live-in domestic servant is recorded in both the 1841 and
1851 census returns, and her widowed daughter Elizabeth could be relied upon to
oversee all household needs, thus freeing Susannah to focus her time and energies on
growing the business and securing property and other assets to sustain her in old age
and retirement. In this respect she appears to have been successful, as her name
appeared in lists of depositors of the Northumberland and Durham District Banking
Company between 1847 and 1851.63
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It was not unusual for a widow to inherit their late husband’s business. For the early
modern period, Gwendolynn Heley has demonstrated that in Newcastle in the years
1543-1642 a tradesman’s widow was just as likely as the son to inherit the business,
with 27% of wives and 31% of sons being the chief beneficiary in her study of
Durham probate records.64 These figures may simply reflect the age of the children at
the time of their father’s death, making it impossible for a son to carry on the
business. This was certainly the situation for Crowther’s eldest boy, Phineas, who was
just twelve years old in 1818. Liz O’Donnell’s study of Quaker women who were
active in the Newcastle Monthly Meeting in the early nineteenth century found a
number of widows that continued their late husband’s businesses but these tended to
be traditional female activities like dressmaking or female dominated trades like
confectionary and drapery. In the early nineteenth century there was a growing trend
amongst the affluent middle class to exclude wives and daughters from economic
activity because a leisured wife was a symbol of their own gentility.65 So, whilst it
wasn’t unusual for Susannah to inherit the foundry and engine works, it was unusual
that she chose not to sell the business, nor acquire another husband, or become a
junior partner but instead chose to carry on the business herself. This fact alone makes
Susannah Crowther stand out as a woman in the years 1818-52.
Iron foundries were a continuous feature of the Ouseburn industrial scene throughout
the nineteenth century, and the foundry at Ouseburn Bridge was still a notable
landmark in 1900.66 By then it was part of John Spencer & Sons of Newburn,
manufacturing engine parts for Tyne shipbuilders. Of the various iron and
engineering works that preceded it, there was only one that was owned by a woman.
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